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Abstract
At the Center for Information Technology Integration,
we are experimenting with algorithms and protocols for
building secure applications. In our security testbed,
we have modified VIC, an off-the-shelf videoconferenc-
ing application, to support GSS, a generic security
interface. We then layered these interfaces onto a
smartcard-based key distribution algorithm and a fast
cipher. Because these components are accompanied by
rigorous mathematical proofs of security and are
accessed through narrowly-defined interfaces, we have
confidence in the strength of the system’s security.

1. Introduction
Security and cryptography research and development
are advancing at an accelerating rate, yet the payoff in
secure distributed applications is not being realized
[1, 2]. This failure is due in part to limitations in Inter-
net infrastructure, such as secure naming and routing,
which are not to be found except in isolated prototypes.

Progress is being made in securing the essential fabric
of the Internet [3, 4, 5], but even these efforts may fail
to meet the security needs of the most stringent distri-
buted applications, which must rely on end-to-end
methods to satisfy their exceptional security require-
ments. Security middleware — protocols, algorithms,
and interfaces — supports the design and construction
of secure distributed applications and provides a con-
text in which the underpinnings of network security can
be explored and customized.
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
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At the Center for Information Technology Integration,
we have built a security testbed that supports prototyp-
ing and experimenting with secure distributed applica-
tions by providing interfaces to secure communications
facilities. The testbed is rich in protocols, ciphers, and
other middleware for secure computing; provides for
rapid prototyping of secure applications by supporting
standards-based interfaces; and allows extensive and
flexible performance measurement.

In this paper, we describe a characteristic prototyping
activity in the CITI testbed: a secure videoconferencing
application. This application has interfaces to the user
through a standard graphical user interface, and to peer
videoconferencing applications through network com-
munications. We assume good host security, a require-
ment for secure user interaction, and narrow our atten-
tion to threats on networks and remote hosts.

Our approach to building a secure videoconferencing
application is to layer its communications needs on
secure middleware, using standard interfaces to security
functionality (such as encrypting a message or estab-
lishing a key) and to communications mechanisms
(such as establishing a streaming, half-duplex video
interface with a peer). We use a freely available Inter-
net videoconferencing application, to which we add a
collection of ciphers and key distribution protocols.
The interface between the two is defined with the Inter-
net Generic Security Services standard.

We have good confidence in the security of our video-
conferencing prototype. We implement critical crypto-
graphic functionality on secure hardware and access the
smartcard with a provably secure key distribution pro-
tocol. We hand the session keys that result to a prov-
ably secure stream cipher. Cryptographic functionality



is accessed through GSS, the sole interface to the cryp-
tographic modules.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the videoconferencing applica-
tion that we have adapted for secure communications.
Section 3 describes the ciphers that meet the perfor-
mance and security requirements of network videocon-
ferencing. Section 4 details the mechanisms we use for
secure key distribution and the role of smartcards. In
Section 5, we discuss the interface standard that ties the
cryptographic methods to the application. Section 6
describes our experiences with the system and the
testbed, and Section 7 discusses future plans.

2. Videoconferencing
With its extreme CPU and I/O performance demands,
videoconferencing is a distributed communications ser-
vice that provides plenty of opportunity for perfor-
mance measurement and tuning. Consider the data
requirements of moving color video images over a data
network. Working with full-motion (30 frames per
second), 24-bit color, 320×240 images, we need to
move almost 7 MBps from the camera, through com-
puters and networks, to the screen. This degree of per-
formance is impossible in most of today’s Internet, so
we must compress the video stream. Then we need to
encrypt it.

We have had good experience with hardware motion
JPEG encoders running on IBM workstations, even
though these encoders are designed for video capture
and storage, not videoconferencing. Nonetheless, we
are drawn to the commodity PC market to meet our
computing needs. We don’t find the fastest computers
there, we find the cheapest. Because these computers
obey Moore’s law, they are increasing exponentially in
speed at a constant price.

Cheap MPEG decoders for PCs and laptops are com-
mon, thanks to a thriving audio/video playback market.
Hardware MPEG encoders remain bulky and expensive
while software MPEG encoding demands more cycles
than our PCs can provide. We anticipate that the next
few years will feature fast, cheap laptops equipped with
hardware compression and decompression, but the
current state of affairs obeys the maxim ‘‘select two
from {good, fast, cheap}.’’ So with PCs, encoding is
either good or fast; with IBM RS6Ks, we get both, but
at considerably higher cost.

As a starting point for our secure videoconferencing
prototype, we chose VIC [6], the popular and sophisti-
cated MBONE videoconferencing tool. VIC imple-
ments user interface management in Tcl/Tk [7], so it is
flexible and easy to extend. VIC offers optional DES
encryption of the video stream, but leaves key

distribution to users. VIC also includes a weak cipher
that XORs the video data stream with a constant key
value. This is not secure but provides a best-case per-
formance baseline.

3. Ciphers
DES is not the best choice for encrypting video data.
The algorithm is strong enough — it has withstood con-
centrated attack for over 20 years — but the 56-bit DES
key space is fast succumbing to exhaustive search by
ever-faster processors. DES is also difficult to imple-
ment efficiently in software.

We added two ciphers to VIC: RC4 (see Schneier [8]),
a simple stream cipher that is reputed to be fast and
secure, and VRA [9], a stream cipher invented by
Bellcore cryptographers. VRA is not very widely
known, so we describe its operation here.

VRA uses a DES-based Goldreich-Levin [10] pseudo-
random number generator (PRNG) as an initial source
of random bits. Goldreich-Levin is expensive, requir-
ing one or more calls to DES for each outpit bit, so
VRA ‘‘stretches’’ these bits into a much longer
sequence in two ways. The resulting sequence of
pseudo-random bits is then XORed into the data stream.

The first stretching technique uses a long, wide table
filled with random bits. A subset of the rows of the
table is selected at random and combined with XOR.
By selecting in advance the total number of rows n and
the number of rows selected at random k, the difficulty
of recovering the rows from their XOR sum can be

made proportional to a desired (k
n).

The key to effective stretching is to precompute a wide
table, so that a lot of bits are produced from a few calls
to Goldreich-Levin. In our application, we use a table
with 256 rows, 2,048 bits per row. Initializing this
table is expensive, but once built a table can be used
without limit in multiple sessions.

This stretching technique exhibits good short-term ran-
domness, with a key strength of approximately log(n k),
or 48 bits for our choices of n and k, but, like any
PRNG, admits a birthday attack [11] that effectively
halves the key strength.

To compensate for these long-term correlations, VRA
uses a second stretching technique, based on random
walks through expander graphs. Intuitively, this is a
family of sparse graphs with ‘‘dense’’ interconnec-
tivity. (A sparse graph is one in which the ratio of
edges to vertices is upper bounded by a constant.) By
dense interconnectivity we mean that for any division
of the vertices into equal-sized subsets, the ratio of the
number of edges between them to the number of



vertices is lower bounded by a constant.

The essential property of expander graphs is that a short
random walk in an expander graph arrives at a truly
random node. Specifically, if we start at any of the
graph’s n vertices and take log(n) random steps, then
the final vertex is very nearly equally likely among all
the vertices. A huge value for n foils birthday attacks.

Such a graph is enormous but VRA uses Gabber-Galil
expander graphs [12], which can be computed on-the-
fly as random steps are made. This ability obviates
construction of the entire graph, which is utterly
infeasible, and allows the procedure to maintain
minimal state, just the neighborhood it is currently
traversing. The Gabber-Galil graph we use has 21,024

nodes, each node having six neighbors.

To avoid making too many Goldreich-Levin calls, each
node on the path of the pseudo-random walk is used as
output, producing log(n) pseudo-random bits at each
step. This concession to performance certainly exhibits
some short-term correlations, but any outputs more than
log(n) steps apart are essentially independent.

The table and graph techniques produce two streams of
pseudo-random bits, one with good short-term charac-
teristics, the other with good long-term ones. These bit
streams are XORed together, each masking the others
weaknesses. The resulting stream is the ultimate output
of the VRA PRNG.

VRA is a keyed PRNG. The key is the set of bits used
to initialize Goldreich-Levin, and can be of any size.
VRA has essential cryptographic properties, is based on
concrete mathematical arguments, and passes numerous
tests of randomness, including Knuth’s multidimen-
sional tests and Marsaglia’s Diehard battery of tests
(see [9].) Furthermore, and of utmost importance for
our videoconferencing application, VRA is fast.

4. Session keys
Communicating peers establish a security context by
agreeing on a shared secret, or key , that they use to
authenticate and secure subsequent communications. If
all principals in a security domain must exchange keys
in advance, then the number of keys that must be set up
grows quadratically with the number of principals.
This does not scale well. The additional requirement
that all principals manage a private database of keys
makes even small scale deployment uncomfortable.

Needham and Schroeder address these complexities by
establishing one long-term key for each of the princi-
pals in the security domain and sharing the long-term
keys with a trusted third party [13]. This approach has
two distinct advantages. First, the number of long-term
keys in the system grows linearly with the number of

principals, not quadratically. Second, each principal is
responsible for only the one key that it shares with the
trusted third party, not the keys for all of the other prin-
cipals in the security domain.

While reliance on a trusted third party reduces the obli-
gations and bookkeeping for principals, it does not
eliminate their responsibilities altogether, nor shield
them from harm in the event that control over a long-
term key is lost. To assist principals in the secure
management of their keys, researchers at Bellcore dev-
ised an innovative key distribution protocol that
exploits the tamper-resistant properties of smartcards to
provide a convenient and secure repository for crypto-
graphic keys.

4.1. Smartcards
In the systems we use daily, we find the greatest secu-
rity threat to be the reliance on passwords selected by
users. Users pick passwords that are easy to guess
[14, 15]. This is especially troublesome in an environ-
ment like ours, which relies heavily on Kerberos IV
[16] for basic security services; regrettably, Kerberos
IV admits an offline dictionary attack [17]. Smartcards
are an attractive technology for reducing or eliminating
the reliance on weak, user-selected passwords.

A smartcard [18] is a plastic card the size and thick-
ness of an ordinary credit card with electrical contacts
and an embedded microprocessor. Putting a computer
in everyone’s hip pocket creates an infrastructure that
enables a huge range of applications, such as vending,
personal telecommunications, medical information,
home banking and ATM, satellite TV, FAX scram-
bling, etc. The development of smartcard infrastructure
provides a context for forward-looking projects such as
Xerox PARC’s ‘‘Ubiquitous Computing’’ initiative.
[19].

Smartcards are prevalent in Europe and some other
parts of the world, but are an emerging technology in
North America. European manufacturers such as
SGS-Thomson, Siemens, Gemplus, and Schlumberger
are among the most prominent, but Motorola and Texas
Instruments are also major players.

The introduction of phonecards over a decade ago
paved the way for broad acceptance of smartcards in
Europe. European banking and merchant industries
have also embraced smartcards, using them in applica-
tions such as vending, loyalty card, electronic purses,
pay-TV, and identification. By the end of 1997, over a
billion smartcards, mostly simple phonecards, were in
use worldwide, over 50 million of them advanced,
microprocessor-equipped cards [20].

Standardization of smartcard physical characteristics



and access protocols [18] plays a vital role in applica-
bility and acceptance. The Europay-MasterCard-Visa
and Mondex specifications for smartcard payment sys-
tems make it likely that smartcards will continue to play
an increasing role in European private and public sec-
tors. The engagement of non-European partners paves
the way for global acceptance of smartcards.

A typical smartcard contains an 8-bit microprocessor
clocked at 5 Mhz with 8K of EEPROM and a few hun-
dred bytes of RAM, communicating at 9.6 Kbps. Fast
DES encryption has long been available [21], and arith-
metic co-processors are beginning to be used to provide
for subsecond public key operations [22, 23].

Most smartcards have advanced security features to
protect the contents of memory from being read or
altered by unauthorized users and to protect against
improper execution of embedded software. These con-
trols typically include design circuitry to ensure that the
embedded software either executes correctly or stops in
a safe condition. Critical parameters such as supply
voltage, clock frequency, and other critical signals are
continuously monitored and filtered to avoid faulty exe-
cution [24].

Physical constraints limit the applicability of
smartcards in settings that require high-speed comput-
ing or communication. But unique security and mobil-
ity characteristics make them an attractive foundation
for deploying secure distributed applications. For
example, smartcards may play the vital role of a trusted
computing base in applications that employ down-
loaded executable content [25], such as Java applets.

4.2. Shoup-Rubin protocol
Before videoconferencers can use VRA, or any other
cipher for communications privacy, they need to agree
on a session key. Bellcore’s Shoup-Rubin protocol [26]
is a smartcard-based key distribution protocol that runs
among two communicating videoconferencers and a
trusted third party. Following Schneier, we call these
ALICE, BOB, and TRENT [8].

Shoup-Rubin stores long-term keys on smartcards and
performs all cryptography necessary for session key
distribution on the smartcards. ALICE never knows her
long-term key; it is known only to TRENT and to
ALICE’s smartcard, where it is used as a key in crypto-
graphic computations.

The role of the Shoup-Rubin protocol is to provide fast
and secure session key distribution. The session keys
distributed with Shoup-Rubin are not stored on secure
hardware, and may be vulnerable to compromise; good
practice dictates frequent rekeying.

The details of the Shoup-Rubin protocol are fairly

intricate, in part to satisfy the requirements of an under-
lying complexity-theoretic proof framework. This
inconvenience is balanced by the ability to prove
powerful properties of the protocol. This mathematical
strength, coupled with the hardware basis of long-term
key storage, lends good confidence in the overall secu-
rity of the session key distribution mechanism.

Shoup-Rubin builds on the Leighton-Micali key distri-
bution protocol [27], an inexpensive symmetric key dis-
tribution protocol. Leighton-Micali uses a construct
known as a pair key to establish a shared secret
between communicating parties.

Let A and B denote unambiguous identifiers for ALICE
and BOB, and let KA and KB be their long term keys,
and let {M}K denote message M encrypted with key K.
ALICE and BOB’s pair key is defined

ΠAB = {A}KB
⊕ {B}KA

TRENT calculates pair keys on demand; that is
TRENT’s entire role. Because a pair key reveals noth-
ing about the long-term keys used in its calculation, it
can be communicated in the clear.

With pair key ΠAB in hand, ALICE computes {B}KA
.

Combining this with the pair key yields κ = {A}KB
.

BOB can compute κ directly, so once ALICE has a pair
key in hand, she and BOB can communicate privately
using key κ.

In Shoup-Rubin, κ is computed on ALICE’s and BOB’s
smartcards. ALICE and BOB then use κ to secure the
messages that provide for session key agreement.

The Shoup-Rubin protocol is detailed in the Appendix.
Shoup and Rubin use Bellare and Rogaway’s innova-
tive complexity theoretic techniques [28] to prove that
their key distribution algorithm does not disclose the
session key, even to an extremely powerful adversary.

4.3. Shoup-Rubin implementation
The Shoup-Rubin protocol is a distributed computation
involving five processing elements: ALICE’s computer,
her smartcard, BOB’s computer, his smartcard, and
TRENT. TRENT has access to long-term keys for all
the principals in the system.

Working with Personal Cipher Card Corp., a smartcard
vendor in Lakeland, FL, CITI implemented the
smartcard functionality of Shoup-Rubin on the SGS-
Thomson ST16612 card, which contains a MC68HC05
microprocessor clocked at 3.58 Mhz containing 2 KB
EEPROM, 6 KB ROM, and 160 bytes RAM. The card
supports DES encryption, so that is what we use. Each
smartcard call takes about 300 msec. The Shoup-Rubin
implementation is about 500 bytes of code, stored in
EEPROM.



The total time for key distribution, from the moment a
smartcard is inserted into a reader to the time when
keys are available, is about 10 seconds. This lengthy
delay is due in part to deficiencies in our Windows95
smartcard drivers, but also reflects the message over-
head of navigating the ISO 7816 file system on the
card. Our goal is one or two seconds on average.

5. Interfaces
To make the encryption and key exchange algorithms
available for use in VIC and other applications, we built
a Generic Security Service (GSS) [29] interface encom-
passing the four ciphers (DES, XOR, RC4, and VRA)
and Shoup-Rubin. As the name implies, GSS provides
security services to callers in a generic fashion, allow-
ing applications to be written to a common portable
interface. GSS may be implemented with a range of
underlying mechanisms.

The GSS API has four categories of interfaces: creden-
tial management, security context, message operations,
and support. Shoup-Rubin keeps its credentials on
smartcards, so our interface does not implement
credential management. A handful of support calls
were implemented to handle buffer management and
naming issues. Security context establishment and
message operations constitute the bulk of our GSS
implementation.

We implemented GSS_Init_sec_context and
GSS_Accept_sec_context. The security context
interface provides key exchange and establishment of a
security context, i.e. , the session key, between two enti-
ties. The calling applications use the GSS API without
knowledge of the underlying mechanisms being used.
They call GSS_Init_sec_context or
GSS_Accept_sec_context and pass opaque
tokens back and forth until the status values returned
indicate that the processing is complete.

We implemented the GSS_Wrap and GSS_Unwrap
message calls. These routines provide for data
confidentiality by encrypting the input data. We use the
quality of protection parameter, or QoP, to select
among encryption methods.

We extended VIC to make GSS calls and augmented its
Tcl/Tk interface to allow online cipher selection and
performanced data capture. This lets us demonstrate
and measure how the choice of ciphers affects the qual-
ity of the delivered video.

Implementation of TRENT presents some challenges.
On the one hand, TRENT must be online and available
at all times. On the other hand, TRENT is entrusted
with all of the long-term keys in the system. Com-
bined, these requirements make TRENT a high profile

and vulnerable target. We use smartcards to provide
for TRENT’s seemingly contradictory requirements.

TRENT’s function is directory service, so we use an
off-the-shelf Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) [30] server to provide a standard interface for
pair key requests and responses. To minimize the secu-
rity requirements of the LDAP server, we encrypt the
long-term keys with a master key before storing them
on the server, and use an attached smartcard for the
actual pair key computation. With this approach, the
pair-key service can be hosted on a server with security
requirements comparable to an email or web server,
rather than the extremely stringent security require-
ments that would be anticipated for a network-attached
server holding such vulnerable assets as long-term
keys.

6. Testbed Assessment
The CITI security testbed, consisting of a collection of
ciphers and key distribution methods tied together with
Internet-standard interfaces, supports the development
of secure applications. The testbed is easy to extend,
and we anticipate adding building blocks.

Our extensions to VIC yield a videoconferencing tool
with standard security interfaces, provably secure key
distribution, and provably secure end-to-end encryp-
tion. Our ability to build, demonstrate, and instrument
a prototype implementation validates the usefulness of
our security testbed. The tool itself remains very port-
able and efficient.

Performance measurements were taken from 166 Mhz
Pentium systems running Windows ’95. The
bottlenecks are video encoding and decoding, and Win-
tel data movement. In these experiments, the presence
or absence of encryption makes no difference in
throughput. Nonetheless, we are able to measure the
time spent in the encryption functions, and thus can
estimate the throughput we might expect once we solve
our video bottleneck.

Cipher Throughput

XOR 17 MBps

VRA 3.8 MBps

RC4 1.5 MBps

DES 0.6 MBps

We are encouraged to see VRA outpacing RC4, and are
continuing to tune VRA for Wintel.

Our experiences with IBM hardware have been more
encouraging. Because we use hardware codecs, we are
able to transmit encrypted video at high speed. The fol-
lowing measurements were taken on IBM RS/6000



Model 42T systems running AIX 4.1.2. These are
microchannel-based 122 Mhz PowerPC systems with
motion JPEG codecs.

Frames
Cipher Throughput

per sec.

XOR 8.9 MBps 30

VRA 1.48 MBps 30

RC4 0.78 MBps 21

DES 0.57 MBps 17

Cipher performance on RS6K is about half that of Pen-
tium because of byte-ordering overhead for the former
architecture.

We have used the RS6K-based videoconferencing sys-
tem to view and control a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) in Ann Arbor from a remote location in Wash-
ington, DC. Because we had a dedicated 10 Mbps
channel, network delay was negligible and jitter nonex-
istent. Delays otherwise induced by the system were
also negligible, and controlling the SEM was a very
satisfactory experience. Using VRA encryption, we
were able to sustain full-motion video with negligible
performance overhead. Using RC4 or DES, however,
caused significant degradation of the frame rate.

To highlight the importance of video stream encryption,
we built a network snooper that decodes and displays
unencrypted video packets. When encryption is
enabled, the packet payloads are no longer recognizable
as network video, and the image freezes. While unso-
phisticated, this simple demonstration of the need for
secure communications evokes a positive response in
its audience.

7. Future work
In our current and future work, we are extending the
security boundaries of VIC to include encrypted audio
communications. We are also addressing multiparty
communications and the attendant problems in secure
and reliable group communications. Reliable multicast
offers the potential for efficient key distribution to
members of a secure session and can play a central role
in secure multiparty communications.

Shoup-Rubin needs a mechanism for revocation of
long-term keys. If ALICE’s long-term key is comprom-
ised, BOB may be tricked into establishing a session
with an intruder masquerading as ALICE. This comes
about because BOB never communicates with TRENT.
We are augmenting Shoup-Rubin to preserve security
even when smartcards are compromised.

This is an exciting time to be working with secure
tokens: new companies and products are making

custom programming of secure tokens easy and fast.
We are testing Schlumberger’s JavaCard and are imple-
menting and augmenting Shoup-Rubin on that platform.
Advances such as this pave the way for us to be able to
apply the hardware security inherent in secure tokens in
a rapid and direct way.
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Appendix: Shoup-Rubin details
In this section we give a detailed description of the
Shoup-Rubin session key distribution protocol. Ini-
tially, ALICE and BOB have smartcards initialized with
a secret card key and a long-term key shared with
TRENT.

The following table defines the terms used in the
Shoup-Rubin smartcard-based session key distribution
protocol. Encryption of message M with key K is
denoted {M}K. Integer operands are concatenated to
other protocol terms with the ‘‘dot’’ operator to satisfy
requirements of the Bellare-Rogaway proof framework.



Term Meaning

A, B Unique identifiers

KA, KB Long-term keys

KAC, KBC Secret card keys

r, s Nonces

ΠAB = {A.0}KB
⊕ {B.1}KA

Pair key

α = {ΠAB
.B.2}KA

Verifies ΠAB

β = {r.s.1}κ Verifies r and s

γ = {r.1.1}KAC
Verifies r

δ = {s.0.1}κ Verifies s

κ = {A.0}KB
See discussion

σ = {s.0.0}κ Session key

The influence of the Leighton-Micali key distribution
protocol is evident in the use of ALICE and BOB’s pair
key, defined as

ΠAB = {A}KB
⊕ {B}KA

The pair key allows ALICE and BOB to share a secret
without prior agreement.

We now detail the steps of Shoup-Rubin.

From To Message Meaning

ALICE TRENT A, B ALICE wishes to initiate a
session with BOB.

TRENT ALICE ΠAB, α ΠAB is ALICE and BOB’s
pair key. α is a verifier for
ΠAB.

ALICE asks TRENT for the ALICE/BOB pair key.
TRENT also returns a verifier, which ALICE’s card uses
to prevent masquerading.

From To Message Meaning

ALICE CardA — ALICE requests a nonce to
verify subsequent commun-
ication with BOB.

CardA ALICE r, γ r is a nonce, γ is a verifier
for r.

Card operation 1

ALICE initiates the protocol with BOB by requesting a
nonce from her smartcard. ALICE retains the verifier
for later use.

From To Message Meaning

ALICE BOB A, r BOB will use r to assure
ALICE of his correct
behavior.

By sending a nonce to BOB, ALICE requests establish-
ment of a fresh session key.

From To Message Meaning

BOB CardB A, r BOB instructs his smartcard
to construct a session key,
and provides ALICE’s
nonce for her subsequent
verification.

CardB BOB s, σ, β,
δ

s is a nonce used to con-
struct the session key. σ is
the session key. β is
ALICE’s verifier for r and s.
δ is BOB’s verifier for s.

Card operation 2

BOB sends ALICE’s identity and her nonce to his
smartcard. BOB’s card generates a nonce and, from
this, a session key. BOB’s card also generates two
verifiers; one is used by ALICE’s card to verify both
nonces, the other is used by BOB to verify ALICE’s
subsequent acknowledgement. BOB retains the session
key and his verifier.

From To Message Meaning

BOB ALICE s, β ALICE needs s to construct
the session key, and β to
verify r and s. BOB retains
σ, the session key, and δ, a
verifier for s.

BOB forwards his nonce, from which ALICE’s card
constructs the session key.

From To Message Meaning

ALICE CardA B, r, s,
ΠAB, α,
β, γ

Verify: ΠAB with α, r with
γ, and BOB’s use of r and s
with β. Use ΠAB and s to
construct the session key.

CardA ALICE σ, δ σ is the session key. δ is
sent to BOB to confirm
ALICE’s verification of s.

Card operation 3

ALICE sends everything she has to her smartcard:
BOB’s identity, the pair key and its verifier, her nonce
and its verifier, and BOB’s nonce and its verifier.
ALICE’s card validates all the verifiers. If everything
checks out, ALICE’s smartcard constructs the session
key from BOB’s nonce and uploads it to ALICE along
with a verifier to assure BOB that ALICE is behaving
properly.

From To Message Meaning

ALICE BOB δ Confirm

ALICE sends the verifier to BOB. BOB compares it to
his retained verifier.


